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reliaable hardwaare design, well-structu
ured softwaare
arch
hitecture and efficient algoorithms for sensor fusion and
a
behaavior generatiion. Our mainn research inteerest is both, the
t
deveelopment of learning roboots and the development
d
of
imprroved sensor fusion and sensor integrattion techniquues.
In orrder to let the robot can auttonomous play
y a soccer gam
me,
threee basic skillss are designeed and impleemented on 3D
3
socccer simulationn: image undderstanding for
f environmeent
percception, move ability, and aartificial intellligence. In ordder
to let
l the agentt have a higgh ability off environmenntal
deteection, a cameera and array oof sensor are equipped on the
t
body
y of the impleemented robott to obtain thee information of
the environment to decide aan appropriatee action. Maany
mplemented onn this system
m so that it can
c
funcctions are imp
receeive the visioon signal obtained by Socccer Simulatiion
Serv
ver and processs the data obbtained by gyrroscopes. It allso
can process the high
h
level artifficial intelligeence, such as the
t
3 agent is deesigned as a soccer
s
player so
naviigation. The 3D
that the implemented robot caan walk, turn,, stand up, shhift
b
left and right, bacckward walk aand shoot the ball.
n this paperr, we will att first descriibe the geneeral
In
softw
ware design of
o the ADRO
O Team, (sectiion 2) and affter
that focus on our scientific appproaches in seensor fusion and
a
ot neural netw
work controlleer, (section 3).. In section4 we
w
robo
will describe the Robot AI andd Finally, secttion 5 concluddes
d
desccribes the currrent state of the
t
this paper. This document
project as well as the inteended develo
opment for the
t
boCup 2010 coompetition.
Rob

Abstract—Th
his paper preseents an overvieew of our 3D soccer
sim
mulation roboot . This paperr describes thee software desiign of
th
he 3D soccer siimulation roboot systems of the
t ADRO Teaam in
20010. We havee tried to foccus on areas such as softtware
arrchitected, rob
bot perception unit, robot controller, roboot AI
an
nd behavior leaarning. This year, our develoopments for th
he 3D
sooccer simulatioon include: (1)) the design and
a
constructioon of
ou
ur new Robot Artificial Inttelligent (AI) Architected
A
(22) the
deesign and construction of a new
n software coontroller to bee used
in
n our robots. The project is
i described in
n two main parts:
p
Sooftware and Robot
R
AI. Thee software is developed a robot
r
ap
pplication whiich consists walking
w
contrroller, autonomous
m
motion
robot, self
s
localizatioon base on vission and AI part
coonsist of Locaal AI and Global
G
AI, Trajectory Plan
nning,
M
Motion
Controlller. The. Each
h agent is able to walk, fast walk,
w
paass, kick and dribble
d
when it
i catches the ball.
b
The project is
stiill in progress and some new interessting methodss are
deescribed in thee current reporrt.
Index Termss—3D Soccer Simulation, Recurrent Neural
N
Neetworks, Control systems, Robocup.

I. INTR
RODUCTION
The RoboCuup scenario of
o soccer playying legged roobots
reepresents an exxtraordinary challenge
c
for the
t design, coontrol
annd stability off autonomous bipedal
b
and quuadrupedal roobots.
Naturally robotic soccer is an interacctive and com
mplex
prrocedure. It might
m
be so idealistic,
i
butt some considder a
chhallenge with a real humann football teaam in 2050, as
a the
finnal goal of robotic socccer. The roboots in 3D sooccer
sim
mulation leaggue can onlyy use local sensors
s
and local
viision. Each team can havve a maximum number of six
roobots. They caan communicaate with each other via a viirtual
linnk. The rules in the com
mpetition are the same ass the
innternational sooccer rules as
a far as theyy are practicaal for
roobots [1]. Soo for a 3D soccer
s
simulaation team, many
m
teechnology issuues and scienntific areas must
m
be integrrated,
suuch as controll and computeer science, Besides, the reseearch
teechnologies of
o humanoid walking conntrol, autonom
mous
m
motion,
vision and AI systtem, kicking and shootingg ball
w be applied [1-10].
will
The ADRO 3D soccer siimulation teaam was formeed in
20007. In 20088 we ranked 1st place Huumanoid Kid Size
Sooccer Robot League in 1sts national Khhwarizmi Robotic
Competitions thhe Khwarizm
mi Robotic is one
o of the, Iraanian
m
major
Robotic event. In 20009 we achieveed the 4th in thhe 4th
Innternational Irran-Open Com
mpetitions in the
t 3-3 games out
off 15 teams. The
T basis for our
o success was
w the robustt and

Fig. 1. ADRO3D Socer Simulation Team

II. ROBOT SOFTWARE
In
n soccer gam
me, for example, the robot searches a ball
b
and two goals, and moves tto its desired
d location with
w
o
avoiiding many obstacles, thherefore we developed our
hum
manoid Agentt software in Visual C++
C
and robbot
softw
ware is dividded into four sections: Im
mage perceptioon,
artifficial intelligeent, behavior engine, and motion contrrol
(actu
uation).
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Figure 2 shoows the block diagram of thhe software which
w
ruuns in the roboot’s main proccessor. The prrogram consissts of
4 main blocks:
Image percep
ption: Contain
ns image proccessing algoriithms
suuch as recognnition of landdmarks and other object. Self
loocalization is done using particle filterring. Particless are
sccored by compparing a simuulated image from
f
each parrticle
w
with
the currrent frame captured byy camera. Using
U
“S
Sampling-Impportance Resampling” method,
m
a new
diistribution off the particlees is created after each step.
Paarticles are also
a
updated using a mottion model. Final
F
diistribution of the
t particles converges
c
to thhe real pose of
o the
roobot.
Planning: Planning system
m of the robbot is based on a
m
multi
layer, annd multi thrread structuree. The layerss are
naamed Strategyy, Role, Behhavior and Motion.
M
Each layer
coontains a Scennario which ruuns in parallel with the scennarios
inn the other layers.
l
A scenario in a higher level can
teerminate and change
c
the sceenario runningg in the lower level;
hoowever it is ussually done inn synchronizattion with the lower
l
leevel scenario to
t avoid confflicts and insttabilities. (Succh as
stopping the waalking motionn while one off the feet is sttill in
thhe air).
Motion Conttrol: manages all the actuaators of the robot,
r
annd controls loocomotion or any other acction of the robot
r
acccording to thee requests from
m Cognition.
Sensor Contrrol: manages other
o
sensors, and interacts with
thhe Sub-Controoller.

Fig. 2. Structure of thhe control softwaare

Fig
g. 3. Schematic reepresentation of thhe proposed threee layered recurrennt
hybrid neetwork

At
A a given diiscrete time tt, let U (t ) be the input too a
recu
urrent hybrid network, Y (t ) , the output of the network,
X 1 (t ) the output of
o the linear ppart of the hiidden layer and
a
X 2 (t ) the output of
o the non-linnear part of th
he hidden layyer.
The equation off the feed forrward hybrid
d network is as
ows:
follo
X 1 (t + 1) = WI * U (t ) + β X 1 (t ) + αJY (t )
X 2 (t + 1) = F{WI *U (t ) + βX 2 (t ) + αJY (t )}
Y (t + 1) = WH 1 * X 1 (t + 1) + WH 2 X 2 (t + 1)
Iff only linear acctivation funcction is adopteed for the hiddden
neurrons, the abovve equations siimplify to:
X (t + 1) = X 1 (t + 1) = X 2 (t + 1)
Y (t + 1) = W H * X (t + 1) ⇒ Y (t ) = WH * X (t )

III. MOTION CONTTROL VIA ARTTIFICIAL
NEURALL NETWORK
The neural network
n
technnique is a veryy eﬀective toool for
coontrolling com
mplex non-linnear systems when
w
we havve no
coomplete modeel informationn, or even whhen consideriing a
coontrolled plannt as a blackk box. The use
u of a propposed
reecurrent hybridd neural netw
work to controol of walking robot
r
is investigated in
i this sectionn. The reason to
t use hybrid layer
is that robot’s dynamics coonsists of lineear and non-llinear
paarts. ADRO soccer simullation team has
h two kindds of
loocomotion patttern: Omni directional
d
waalking and sppecial
acctions such as
a kicking annd getup. Sppecial actionss are
deescribed usingg key frames,, which can be
b edited veryy fast
byy our softwaare tool ADR
RO Control. Omni directtional
w
walking
meanss the robot caan walk in evvery direction with
vaariable step leength. The beehavior moduule determines the
taarget position and orientatiion accordingg to the resullts of
loocalization annd the senssor measurem
ments, and then
coonstructs an action series which
w
consists of the elemenntary
gaaits to realize Omni diirectional waalking. A neural
n
neetworks basedd control systtem is utilizedd to the contrrol of
w
walking
robot. The control system
s
consistts of two propposed
neeural controlllers, two stanndard PD coontrollers and two
leegged planar. The proposed neural network
n
(NN
N) is
em
mployed as ann inverse conttroller of the robot.
r
The NN
N has
thhree layers, which
w
are inpuut, hidden andd output layerrs. In
adddition to feedd forward connnections from
m the input layyer to
thhe hidden layer and from the hidden laayer to the ouutput
laayer, there is also feedbacck connectionn from the ouutput
laayer to the hiddden layer and from the hiddden layer to itsself.

X (t + 1) = W I * U (t ) + S1 * X (t ) + S 2Y (t )
Y (t ) by WH * X (t ) , gives:
Replacing
R
X (t + 1) = ( S1 + S 2 * WH ) X (t ) + WI * U (t )
wheere WI is the matrix
m
of weiights of conneections betweeen
the input layer annd the hiddenn layer, WH 1 is
i the matrix of
weig
ghts of connecctions betweeen the linear hidden
h
layer and
a
the output layer, WH 2 is the matrix of weights of
conn
nections betw
ween the non--linear hidden
n layer and the
t
outp
put layer, F { } is the activvation functio
on of neurons in
w
J is, nH * nO matrices with
all elements
e
equaal to1, where nH is the num
mbers of hiddden
neurrons, and nO , the numbeer of output neurons. The
T
weig
ghts in S1 and S 2 aree related to
o the feedbaack
the non-linear hiidden layer.
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The image seequences of forward walking shown in
ure 7 respectivvely.
Figu

coonnections annd are fixed. The
T weights of
o the connecctions
from the outpuut layer to thhe hidden layyer have the same
m the hidden layer
vaalue α and thhose of the connections from
too itself have thhe same valuee β . S1 and S 2 are then given
g
byy S1 = β I and
a
S 2 = αJ , Where I is the nH * nH
iddentity matrix..
⇒ X (t + 1) = ( β I + α JW H ) * X (t ) + WI * U (t )
General form
m of the equatiion can be wriitten as follow
ws:
X (t + 1) = AX
X (t ) + BU (t )
w
where
A is a nH * nH matrix and
a B is a nH * nO matrix.

Fig.55. Forward walkiing image sequen
nce

IV. IMAGE PERCEPTION

Thhe back proppagation (BP)) algorithm is
i used to uppdate
w
weights
of the proposed neuural network. The BP algorrithm
is a method off supervised neural
n
networkk learning. Duuring
traaining, the neetwork is preesented with a large number of
innput patterns. The experimeental outputs are
a then comppared
too the neural network
n
outpuut nodes. The error betweenn the
exxperimental annd neural netw
work responsee is used to uppdate
thhe weights of the
t network innter-connectioons. This updaate is
peerformed afterr each patternn presentationn. One run thrrough
thhe entire patttern set is teermed an epooch. The traiining
prrocess continuues for multipple epochs, unntil a satisfacttorily
sm
mall error is produced. The
T BP algorrithm is the most
coommonly useed to updatee the weighhts of the neural
n
neetworks. Begginning with an initial (possibly randdom)
w
weight
assignm
ment for threee-layer feeddforward netw
work,
prroceed as flow
w:

One
O of the prim
mary tasks foor the Image understanding
u
g is
to lo
ocate a particuular goal and calculate the robot’s positiion
in reelation to it. Utilizing
U
a suufficient algorrithm, each tim
me
our program perfforms the proocessing of th
he current fram
me
t robot. It allso
and calculates thee position andd direction of the
o
roboots
deteermines the poosition and poosition of the opponent
as well
w as the poosition of thee ball. The im
mage-processiing
algo
orithm extractts the necessary informaation like: seelflocaalization, ball, and goal andd opponent ro
obot position by
look
king in the fram
me.

V ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENT
V.
In
n this sectionn the AI parrt of the softtware is briefly
intro
oduced. Theree are three diistinct layers: AI Core, Roole
Engine and Behavior Enginne. AI Coree receives the
t
mputed field data
d
from Woorld Map Mo
odeling unit and
a
com
deteermines the pllay state accoording to the ball, opponennts
and our robots positions.
p
Coonsidering thee current gam
me
strattegy, determinnation of the play state iss done by fuzzzy
deciision-making to avoid unddesirable and sudden changges
of ro
oles or behaviiors.[3-4]

p

Step1: Preseent i , and form
f
outputs, oi , of all unnit in
neetwork.
Step2: Use the
t below equuation to upddate

Δw ji betw
ween

thhe hidden layeer and the outpput layer.
∂E p (t )
+ αΔw ji (t − 1)
Δw ji = −η * pe
∂w ji (t )
Step3: Use thhe below equaation to updatte weights betw
tween
inp
nput layer andd the hidden laayer.
∂ E d (t )
+ α Δ w ji ( t − 1)
Δw
w ji = −η *
∂ w jij (t )
Step4: Stop if updates arre insignificant or the errror is
beelow a preseleect threshold, otherwise retuurn to Step1.
η is the learning rate, and α is the momentum term.
w
where
t
E pe (t ) is the propagation errror between hidden layerr and
ouutput layer. Ed (t ) is the errror between desired
d
and neural
n
neetwork outputt signals. Alsoo as depictedd in Fig.3, thee first
laayer received reference
r
inpuuts from the trrajectory geneerator
annd also the control erroors. Again, the
t
second layer
coonsisted of tw
wo parts, a linnear part and a non-linear part.
Fiinally, the thiird layer of thhe network prroduced outpuuts to
drrive the robot joints.
j

Fig. 6.
6 World model construction
c
and aartificial intelligeent structure running
on the PDA

VI.

ROLE ENGINE

Role
R
engine module
m
receivees information
n from AI coore;
proccess them, andd then selecteed a role. Thiis module is the
t
main
n section of roobot softwaree. The proposeed rules for roole
engiine have beenn turned by vvarious experiiences and thhey
are independent
i
o game field cconditions. Th
of
he output of thhis
mod
dule is a sett of high levvel command
ds that send to
Behavior engine. Some of high level comm
mands which are
a
prod
duced by role engine modulle are:

Fig.4. Prooposed neural conntrol system for walking
w
robot.
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•
•
•
•
•

produce a path even if the start or goal is placed in an
obstacle.

Go to position
Go to ball
Targeting
Shooting ball
…
VII. BEHAVIORS ENGINE

This module receives information from Artificial
Intelligent unit. Total functions about Robot Behavior such
as stability motors actions, robot path planning, turn camera,
walking, shooting, dribbling; motion and etc are controlled
in this section.

Fig. 8. Goal force (Attractive potential to the goal)

Fig. 9. Obstacle force (Repulsive potential) and Goal Force+ Obstacle
force

Fig. 7. Artificial Intelligence Algorithm

VIII.

TRAJECTORY

Since the motion trajectory of each robot is divided into
several median points that the robot should reach them one
by one in a sequence the output obtained after the execution
of AI will be a set of position and velocity vectors. So the
task of the trajectory will be to guide the robots through the
opponents to reach the destination. The routine used for this
purpose is the potential field method (also an alternative
new method is in progress which models the robot motion
through opponents same as the flowing of a bulk of water
through obstacles)[9][12]. In this method different electrical
charges are assigned to opponents, goal and the ball. Then
by calculating the potential field of this system of charges a
path will be suggested for the robot. At a higher level,
predictions can be used to anticipate the position of the
opponents and make better decisions in order to reach the
desired vector. In our path planning algorithm, an artificial
potential field is set up in the space; that is, each point in the
space is assigned a scalar value. The value at the goal point
is set to be 0 and the value of the potential at all other points
is positive. The potential at each point has two contributions:
a goal force that causes the potential to increase with path
distance from the goal, and an obstacle force that increases
in inverse proportion to the distance to the nearest obstacle
boundary. In other words, the potential is lowest at the goal,
large at points far from the goal, and large at points next to
obstacles.

U (q ) = U Goal (q ) + U Obstacle (q )
If the potential is suitably defined, then if a robot starts at
any point in the space and always moves in the direction of
the steepest negative potential slope, then the robot will
move towards the goal while avoiding obstacles. The
numerical potential field path planner is guaranteed to
627

If there is no possible way to get from the start to the goal
without passing through an obstacle then the path planner
will generate a path through the obstacle, although if there
is any alternative then the path will do that instead. For this
reason it is important to make sure that there is some
possible path, although there are ways around this
restriction such as returning an error if the potential at the
start point is too high. The path is found by moving to the
neigh boring square with the lowest potential, starting at any
point in the space and stopping when the goal is reached.

Fig. 10 Potential at every point; it is highest in the obstacles and lowest at
the goal. Elsewhere it is generally higher farther from the goal and near
obstacles.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present the details of design and
implemented method of our 3D soccer simulation team. In
our robot, Omni directional walking, image understanding
and a novel motion controller based on artificial neural
network and PD controller have been combined to create a
comprehensive Humanoid robot. Our robots can get up
from a fall, walk forward and backward, turn right and left,
and kick the ball. Our agents can obtain the environmental
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information to decide the action behavior. We try to making
the robot more stable and reliable as the result of our
researches. Future plans are to develop and implement
autonomous team actions towards participation in the sixby-six games similar to other leagues in RoboCup. Further
information’s and video about our works are presented on
our website http://www.IranAdro.com.
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